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Abstract: While innovation is important for firms’ competitive advantage and economic development, knowledge about both innovation practices and models is based on large organizations, and the applicability of the findings of such research to women entrepreneurs who dominate the small businesses is limited. The aim of this study was to understand how innovation capability develops in women entrepreneurs in food-based enterprises. This study emphasized an interpretive approach in order to help deepen our understanding of the innovation capability among women entrepreneurs. A qualitative approach, grounded from a social constructionist theorizing was used. This study utilized the data from ten women entrepreneurs from the Northern States of Malaysia. Semi-structured interview was used to collect the data. The data were transcribed and categorized in order to find differences and similarities, and then analyzed using the thematic analysis. Based on ten women-owned businesses in this study the findings indicate that innovation was constructed in terms of the ability to capitalize on sophisticated machineries for innovation purposes. In addition, innovation was articulated in the form of new or improved products. Most women entrepreneurs develop their innovation capability from customer engagement, employee participation, networking, family members as well as from their own experiences and expertise. From a policy perspective, innovation program specifically aimed at women entrepreneurs should be delivered effectively by the relevant agencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Malaysia, women who manage their own business are widely active in consumer oriented and service business activities, for examples, activities related to health, social, or education. These activities take mostly place at the local level and therefore need generally relatively less resources. Women entrepreneurs are therefore under-represented in the transformational industry and in business-to-business activities. The Malaysian Statistic Department (2016) reports that women’s participation in business is relatively low compared to that of men. The census showed that only 187,264 companies of the 920,624 active establishments nationwide were owned by women. In general, women entrepreneurs in Malaysia still dominate service sector areas such as education, retail trade, childcare, beauty and healthcare (NAWEM, 2016). Although women participation in economic activity has become a growing importance to the development of Malaysia there is a need to upgrade the level of woman-managed businesses from micro enterprises into small and medium scale businesses, focusing on strategic sectors such as education, health care, financial services, and information and communication technology. To fully understand women’s innovation practices in Malaysia, it is critical to examine experiences of women entrepreneurs. Understanding of their innovation practices is likely to surface interesting insights into women-managed enterprises in Malaysia.

Scholarly research on innovation has focused on a diverse theme (Baregheh et al., 2009). The literature shows that the predominant work on innovation seeks to investigate the link between management and innovation (Drucker, 2014; Obiadat et al. 2016; Wolff & Pett, 2006); business performance and innovation (Lofsten, 2014; Prajogo et al., 2013); and innovation processes in large firms (Bazcek et al., 2009; Kodama, 2017). Innovation orientation also has been studied in women-owned family business (Gundry et al., 2014). While innovation is important for firms’ competitive advantage and economic development, knowledge about both innovation practices and models is based on large organizations, and the applicability of the findings of such research to women entrepreneurs who dominated the small businesses management is limited. The majority of women-owned businesses are micro in size (88 per cent) followed by small (11.3 per cent) and medium size (0.8 percent) (Ilhaamie, 2014; Teoh & Chong, 2014).

Although the phenomenon of women-managed entrepreneurship has proliferated due to significant increase in firms founded by women, research on women’s managerial does not explicitly address the innovation capability per se. It is worth noting that research on women-managed enterprises tends to essential the category of women that is, assumes that all women, regardless of ethnicity, socioeconomic status, cultural background, religion, and other categories of difference, share exactly the same experiences and views (Nühlinger et al, 2015; Peeters, L., W., & Ateljevic, 2017).

Consequently, women entrepreneurs in low profit or income enterprises who are involved in informal economy and microenterprises, are usually excluded from mainstream women entrepreneurs and innovation research. In addition, gender research continues to be dominated by Eurocentric paradigms, characterized by capitalist and secular ideologies (Syed, 2010). Indeed it can be said that the pervasive values...
of Western models of entrepreneurialism which is characterized by innovation and risk taking, for example, have normalized the perception that all women entrepreneurs participate in the market-driven society. However, women entrepreneurs lived experiences are subject to multiple influences, and their different societal contexts such as economic condition will differently shaping their innovation practices and processes. How, then, might we robustly conceive of the experiences of women entrepreneurs practices on innovation?

It should be noted that in understanding women-manages innovation, it is a field of study that can be contributed to from a research on management, small business in relation to innovation, and small business growth amongst others. While the number of women operating their own business is increasing globally (Ambepitiya, 2016, Brush & Cooper, 2012; Marlow et al., 2009) research shows that women entrepreneurs around the world are largely concentrated in small to medium scale enterprises and informal economy, which primarily includes retails and services (Ramadani et al., 2015; Terjesen et al., 2016). Malaysia is no exception. Women-managed small businesses are also characterized by low start-up capital, low barriers to entry, and offer lower returns (Al Mamun, Rajennd, Muniady, Permarupa, Zainol & Malarvizhi, 2016; Teoh & Chong, 2007; World Development Report, 2012).

Additionally, numerous studies have found that women are greatly affected by the needs to fulfill and to maintain traditional family roles and responsibilities (Rehman & Roomi, 2012; Agarwal & Lenka, 2015; Ilhaamie, 2014) which can influence the innovative capability of their businesses in the long run. In many small enterprises basic operational functions are implemented by the owner or manager of the firm, and not by the innovative entrepreneur, and this often leads to lack of knowledge needed to implement innovation within the firms. Moreover, economic changes, globalization, changing consumer demands, advanced technological capabilities, and decreasing product lifecycle all influence women entrepreneurs to implement the innovation practices within the firm (Kamariah et al., 2012).

Several studies also showed that small firms have difficulty in acquiring external capital for innovation purposes and thus they have difficulties in responding proactively to their markets (Tambunan, 2011). When compared to small firms, large firms have advantage of slack resources to implement innovation activities and are able to absorb losses as well if innovations fail (Fernandez & Wise, 2010). Here arises the importance of examining how do women entrepreneurs construct or develop their innovation capability given the small sizes of their companies.

Because women entrepreneurs dominated the small enterprises, they are associated with the liability of smallness, dependent on local resources and markets, and are less likely to benefit from technology and capital when compared with large firms’ extensive in-house resources (for example, research and development, financial and manufacturing resources, networks, etc). These resources act as barriers to innovation for women entrepreneurs. In fact most women entrepreneurs are seen to engage in basic goods and trade activities, and not high technology, skills or value added areas. The promotion of innovative activities in women’s dominant business are seen to be lacking. Women’s businesses in Malaysia are largely concentrated in service sectors and microenterprises (NAWEM, 2016) which generates less revenue which in turn affects their innovation capability and thus can make survival difficult for them.

Although women entrepreneurs have equal potential of bringing in innovativeness yet due to their limited resources and different business approach they are most of the times unable to manage their innovative capability in the long run. Moreover, women entrepreneurs have huge family, work and business responsibilities (Aziz et al., 2012). Despite the fact that the participation of women in businesses has increased substantially, there is little evidence of entrepreneurial innovation among women entrepreneurs. In addition, most SMEs especially in medium and large industries are owned by men entrepreneurs who have the tendency to participate in innovation activity due to the greater resources. Also despite the presumed existing opportunities and government programs for innovation support, there is lack of evidence on the sources of innovation capability from women entrepreneurs. Moreover there exist a bias for looking only at high-tech or industrialized sectors which has undermined the innovation conducted in other types of firms such as owned by women entrepreneurs (Hewitt-Dundas, 2006; Hirsch-Kreinsen, 2015; Thornhill, 2006). Given this gap, the present study aims to explore women entrepreneurs’ innovation capability by understanding how they innovate their products to be competitive in the marketplace.

On top of that it is also important to identify factors influencing women entrepreneurs’ innovation. More specifically, an evaluation of the relevant agencies who promote innovation is necessary in order to improve its effectiveness. Much less attention has, however, been paid to the women entrepreneurs’ barriers in innovation. Given that women entrepreneurs are likely to take greater risks in building and sustaining their businesses it might be expected that women entrepreneurs, compared to entrepreneurs of established firms, view their innovation capabilities differently.

With respect to the above issues, the overarching objective of this study is to explore the innovation capability of women entrepreneurs in food-based enterprises in the Northern State of Malaysia. To achieve the above mentioned objectives, the research questions for this study are as follows:

RQ1. What does innovation mean to women entrepreneurs?

RQ2. How do women entrepreneurs construct or develop their innovative capability?
The research study uses a social constructionist lens to increase our understanding of ways in which women entrepreneurs construct their innovation capability within their entrepreneurial life. This study also aims to increase our understanding of what does innovation mean to women entrepreneurs. Thus, the focus on understanding the subjective and interpretive experiences of women entrepreneurs can be enriched.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

An earlier attempt to establish theoretical concepts of innovation came from Schumpeter (1934) which has triggered economists and researchers to stress the vital role of innovation to business growth. Innovation is conceptualized as introduction of new products and services, the introduction of new processes, the opening of new markets, or the introduction of new organizational forms (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010). Innovation is commonly described as the generation of ideas, or introduction of something new, and modification of existing processes as well (Babalola, 2006; Chell, 2001).

In order to innovate, entrepreneurs must have innovative capability development which can influence the entrepreneurial success of enterprises (Hansen et al., 2011; Yuanjian et al., 2011). Terms such as innovation capacity, innovation capability, and innovative capability have been used interchangeably in the mainstream literature (Hogan et al., 2011). Hogan et al.’s (2011) provided a holistic view on innovation capability that is:

A firm’s ability, relative to its competitors, to apply the collective knowledge, skills, and resources to innovation activities relating to new products, processes, services, or management, marketing or work organization systems, in order to create added value for the firm or its stakeholders (p.3).

The capabilities of the firms to implement innovation allow the firms to achieve sustainable competitive advantage. Innovative capability emphasizes on the capacity of entrepreneurs to develop new products by foreseeing the vision of market needs and trends, modifying and updating the process of product development, to satisfy customers’ needs and counteracting uncertainties caused by competitors (Kamariah et al., 2012) and the ability to commercialize it (Prelazzi, 2009). It requires the skills, knowledge, and resources to effectively improve existing technologies and the ability to quickly introduce new products in order to meet changing customers’ requirement (Tepic et al., 2012).

 Scholarly research asserts that innovative capability has been acknowledged as an important factor in determining the successful growth of the firms (Subrahmanya et al., 2010; Lee & Hsieh, 2010). Women although have equal potential of bringing in innovativeness yet due to their limited resources and distinct business approach they are most of the times unable to manage their innovative capability in the long run (Tambunan, 2011). Here arises the need to examine what influences the development of innovative capability of women entrepreneurs in Malaysia and how women perceive the process of innovating their products or services in order to compete in the marketplace. Because research on women entrepreneurs’ innovation appears to be limited especially in the context of food processing, it is important to understand existing research on women entrepreneurs’ innovation activities and capabilities. Existing study on women entrepreneurs in technical based businesses showed that human, social, and psychological capital can be seen to influence innovative capabilities (Dakhli & Clercq, 2004; Wang et al., 2010; Yu & Yanfei, 2009).

Along with the general education and skills needed for entrepreneurship development, technological skills also is crucial for entrepreneurs to innovate (Goswami & Dutta, S, 2018; Kamariah et al., 2012). Other studies found that social networks, role models, entrepreneurial attitudes and family context are important determinants of women-managed enterprises in innovative sectors. A positive attitude towards innovation combined with a high need for achievement also has been shown to influence the success of women-owned firms (Lai et al., 2010).

The literature indicates a considerable body of research in the field of innovation and innovation capability. Numerous studies have been conducted to examine innovation in the entrepreneurial context (Heimonen, 2012; Mohdrosli & Sidek, 2010; Roig-Tierno, Kraus & Cruz, 2018). The field of innovation is mainly inspired by the work of Schumpeter (1934) who developed innovation concept as the need for entrepreneurs to innovate new product / services, processes, new market, new industries and new supplies. In this sense, innovation goes beyond technology. Other studies have sought to improve on the Schumpeterian approach from a wider perspective, considering other dimension such as business culture, the role of the firms, collaborative engagements among firms, sources of innovation and learning process of the firms (Caceres et al., 2011).

It is generally agreed that innovation is a key driver for competitiveness and competitive advantage (Shoham & Fiegenbaum, 2002). The past few decades has seen an evolution of innovation model from a variety of disciplines. Hobday (2007) has provided a critical review from five generations of innovation model. The first generation model is defined as technology push developed in the 1950s, followed by demand pull models (1960s – 1970s), coupling interactive model (1970s), integrated models (1980s), and the fifth generation systems integration and networking model (post 1990s). The strength of each generation of models served as a foundation for more sophisticated models allowing the integration of additional factors that is necessary to the innovation process.

Ernst & Young (2011) emphasize on the collaboration with various stakeholders, explore new distribution channels, and focus on the efficiency of the production process. Therefore, firms are able to innovate even though they lack of resources to implement research and development activities. The authors developed four perspectives to be met in innovation which includes customer insight, research and development activities.
people and culture in that firms should value employees’ talent and expertise, and finally the operations and business model that enable efficiency in the production operation.

After the above presentation on innovation we now turn to the conceptualization of innovation capability. Although innovation and innovation capability have been used interchangeably in the innovation literature, scholars have attempted to distinguish the term based on various constructs. Innovation capability, as Romijn and Albaldalejo (2002, p. 1054) argue is the “skills and knowledge needed to effectively absorb, master, and improve existing technologies, and to create new ones”; while Chen (2009, p. 48) defined innovation capability as “a firm’s capabilities, grounded in the processes, systems, and organizational structure, which can be applicable to the product or process innovation activities. Along the same lines, Lawson and Lawson & Samson (2001) state that innovation capability is the ability to continuously transform knowledge and ideas into new products, processes, and systems for business performance. These definitions stress on capabilities in developing new technology, product, and process. For Hii and Neely (2000), innovation capability focuses on generation of new ideas, identification of new market opportunities and implementation of marketable innovations. It is important to note that, however, scholars presented innovation capability as a synthesis of capabilities (cited in Breznik & Hisrich, 2014).

Besides variations in definitions of innovation capability, scholars have attempted to develop typology of capabilities. For example, Collis (1994, quoted in Breznik & Hisrich, 2014) proposed four phases of capabilities. He emphasized the importance of the last phases of capability – the second-order capability, which is related to the learning-to-learn capability that enables firms to innovate faster and efficiently. Having explained the key theoretical concepts in this study, the barriers to innovation is presented next. It should be noted that the majority of innovation capability studies are grounded in a functionalist perspective and concentrated in large firms. Specifically, the mainstream literature on women entrepreneurs and innovation do not adequately explored deeper into women perspective on innovation capability and factors limiting their innovativeness. Women entrepreneurs are important as they play the roles of reducing poverty and unemployment by participating in small businesses. In addition, a conducive environment that creates innovation awareness is needed to allow entry for women entrepreneurs to improve their products.

Fogelberg (2014), highlighted the importance of understanding the gendered dimensions of innovation. Hence, considering the fact that innovative capability can strongly influence the sustainability of women-owned businesses in this highly competitive global marketplace, it is necessary to develop a deeper understanding of ways in which women articulate their innovativeness. It is imperative that a better insight of women entrepreneurs’ capacity to innovate and their constraints they face is made, so as to develop appropriate assistance programs and policies.

Furthermore, previous studies show that the predominant work on women entrepreneurs and innovation was descriptive, lack of theoretical foundation and grounded in objectivist paradigm (see for example Tepic et al., 2014; Guijarro et al., 2009; Zhou & Wu, 2010) which lack of depth in terms of understanding the phenomena. Moreover, the lack of scholarly writing by local researchers exploring the field of gender and innovation in a nonnormative field of research using an interpretivist paradigm, is especially apparent. Given the fact that entrepreneurs is seen agendered, little attempt has been taken to explore innovation capabilities among women entrepreneurs. Much less attention has, however, been paid to the innovation attempt by women entrepreneurs who dominated the smaller firms. Women are faced with specific obstacles (such as family responsibilities) that have to be overcome in order to give them access to the same opportunities as men. The contribution of women entrepreneurs is not only for economic development and wealth creation, but also on the diversity of entrepreneurial activity which include their ability to innovate and improve product performance. For that reason, this study aims to explore how women entrepreneurs construct the innovation concept and process, along with the factors that influence the development of the innovative capability. Therefore based on the above discussion the following theoretical model is developed.

The literature review above informs the proposed theoretical framework (Figure 1.0) for this study. This study also develop and extend Inan’s and Bititci’s (2016) model on their analysis of innovation capability in microenterprises to frame the analysis of how women entrepreneurs make sense and construct innovation capability in multiple ways. The framework consists of internal factors (micro) such as leadership skills, owner’s knowledge and expertise, and family members of the firm. The external (macro) factors comprises of customer engagement (response), networking and coalition (collaboration).
III. METHODOLOGY

In the broadest sense, methodology refers to “a way of thinking about and studying social phenomena” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 1). It concerns how research is conducted and the strategies or action plans used in that research (Creswell, 2003). It focuses on the best way of acquiring knowledge about the world we live in (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). Research in gender in management studies has been traditionally dominated by a functionalist paradigm that embraces quantitative methodologies (Bygrave, 2007; Wigren, 2007). The decision regarding which methodology to use in any research investigation is influenced by the researcher’s assumptions, interests, and aims in seeking answers to the research question(s) (Boeije, 2010).

A qualitative approach is relevant to this study as it enables researchers to generate thick description of the social actors in their natural setting (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). This approach is chosen for a number of reasons; the aim of qualitative research is one of understanding, therefore the goal of the researcher is to expand and generalise theorises. It is not to establish the frequency with which a phenomenon occurs (Braun and Clarke, 2009; Hyde, 2000). Also, as the topic itself is still at the very early stages of research, an exploratory perspective is appropriate. Merriam (2002) asserts that qualitative research focuses on “how meaning is constructed, how people make sense of their lives and their worlds” (p.39).

Women entrepreneurs were identified through various websites that listed women entrepreneurs businesses. Cold calls were made explaining the purpose of this research and the interview appointments was made. The majority of the women participants resides in the Northern state. The Northern state was chosen in that the country has experienced steady growth and has the advantage of enabling Malay women entrepreneurs to participate and innovate their business activities. All interviews were conducted at locations that were convenient to participants, for example, at their work locations, or their homes. All the interviews were conducted in the Malay language and then the transcripts were translated into English language.

A semi-structured interview was used to collect the data in this study. A semi-structured interview was chosen in preference to an unstructured interview because of the need to focus on specific topics and issues. As Rubin and Rubin (1995) note, the interviewer starts the conversation by introducing the topic and asking particular questions as guidance for a further discussion. The researcher is then free to follow new leads as they occur (Fontana & Frey, 2003). May (2001) describes the strength of semi-structured interviews where the interviewer can seek clarification and elaboration of the interviewees’ responses and thus encourage further discussion on a particular topic. A total of 10 women entrepreneurs were interviewed in order to understand the innovation that was done and how do they develop their innovation capability. Interviews lasted approximately 50 to 90 minutes, and were fully transcribed. Next, the data analysis method is outlined.

As suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006), thematic analysis is a flexible method of analysis which can yield a rich and detailed account of data. They add that, because of its flexibility, this approach is not limited according to particular epistemological approaches and is compatible with both a realist and a constructivist paradigm.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Demographic Profile of the Women Participants

It is useful to begin with some demographics about the sample in order to provide a context for the result that follow.
As illustrated in table 1, the sample comprises 10 married women entrepreneurs. They engage in various types of food businesses. The majority of the sample are in their 40s. All of the women entrepreneurs have more than five years experience in their own businesses. Pseudonyms are used for the purpose of confidentiality of their identities. Next, we demonstrate how women entrepreneurs articulate the term innovation in their own words.

### Understanding innovation

The primary objective of the first part of this chapter is to address research question one, which is aimed toward understanding what innovation means. Thematic analysis was undertaken using the six-step approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006) described in the previous chapter. In order to understand how women entrepreneurs construct or develop their innovation capability it is primarily important to interrogate their understandings about innovation. We explore how women participants draw upon their understandings about innovation from their entrepreneurial contexts. They describe innovation in various terms.

#### Ability or capacity to use machine – changes in the production process

The most common theme that emerges from the women participants here is that they describe innovation as being able to use machine in order to improve the capacity or quantity of the production. In the mainstream literature, an innovation is generally referred to as a new product or service that has been commercialized (Drucker, 2014). However, some of these women participants refer to a different notion. Women understanding about innovation within the context of their businesses can be grouped into two main themes. Some of the participants construct innovation in terms of using machine technology rather than manual processing of the products. The following excerpts reflect this theme in the data.

...innovation... ermmm... what actually is innovation?...ohh...it’s about changes... I only bought the mixer machine. Previously I use hands (manual)... now I use machine. I have bought 2 machines. Now I can produce faster.

Mastura traditional cookies

Similarly, Suzana who is also in food industry described about the dough mixer at her bakery.

For me innovation is when I can produce my cookies faster than before. Now I have dough mixer, and new oven. It is much easier and faster when I can use new dough mixer.

The chilli paste producer, Anita added:

... talking about other innovation, I can say that I buy more machines, for example chilli paste dryer. I can perform the work faster from the conventional processes.

In an apparently similar fashion, Khalijah also refers to innovation as having a modern technology of the existing machine. In Khalijah’s words:

Nowadays everything use technology ... I have added chilli paste processor . I need to separate the chilli and the tomato processor ... I also use packaging and labeling machines now. That’s what I can think of innovation in my business. In fact there’s no need to employ many workers. And I find it clean too when using machines

Khalijah speaks of innovation in relation to her packaging and labeling machines. She seems to favor using machines in that she finds the handling processes is cleaner when compared with using workers. The ability to use machine appears relevant to three women entrepreneurs. The above quotes reflect the view that being able to have machineries resources would increase the innovation process speed and cleanliness as well. Thus, women entrepreneurs who are equipped with modern technology can capitalize on this strength to be innovative. This part of the finding concurs with Kamariah et al. (2012) view on the relevant of technology in techno-based enterprises.

#### Invention of new ideas – developing new products

In contrast, some of the women participants speak about innovation in a common term found in the literature such as invention of new ideas or the development of new products. Their construction of the innovation theme appears to be also concerned with something that is new or different, such

### Table 1. Demographics for Interview Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Business</th>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Marital Status</th>
<th>Length of Business Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional cookies</td>
<td>Mastura</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakery</td>
<td>Suzana</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paste (Chilli)</td>
<td>Anita</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>7 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paste</td>
<td>Khalijah</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakery</td>
<td>Karimah</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>Shahida</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional cookies</td>
<td>Yana</td>
<td>50s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbal drink</td>
<td>Siti</td>
<td>50s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spices</td>
<td>Laila</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional cookies</td>
<td>Rahimah</td>
<td>30s</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as an invention, rather than just a commercialized product or service.

Here, women entrepreneurs understand innovation as diversifying old product (food item) into something new that can attract customers. This theme is illustrated in the following responses:

We change the appearance of the cake from plain look into colorful, and put makeroen, and also we add in blueberry a little bit to make it taste sour, and we also produce new biscuits.

Qistina demonstrated the act of introducing new ideas and innovation in her range of cakes and pastries at her bakery.

Anita added:

Innovation that I’ve done was in terms of product. Within 6 years I’ve expanded the spices to sambalotis paste, kurma, and rendang…

Both of these women entrepreneurs focus on the newness or difference of something. This view tends to support Ishak’s and Che Omar’s (2013) findings that most firms implement product innovation. In addition to these views, Yana and Shahida speak of innovation in terms of making the product taste better as well as extending the product line into several categories. For instance, Yana explains:

I think about innovation as creating something different from the usual, for example I added a few flavors like pandan, orange, cheese, and blueberry. I also create new products such as snacks, and a variety of biscuits.

Shahida also remarks:

It’s a matter of be able to create something where it wasn’t before … Also go out and grabs something and creates something out of nothing. That’s what I do with the pizza. Pizza is Western food. I tried to embed local flavours which is more spicy than the usual pizza.

The idea presented by these women participants suggests that innovation is recognized as an important factor in order to be competitive (Abdul Rahman et al. 2015; Busaibe et al., 2017). In addition, the women participants in this study view innovation as important for new product development. This theme is in line with the scholarly literature that proposed innovation is concern with generation of new ideas and product (Ishak & Che Omar, 2013; Lawson & Samson, 2001; Trott, 2005).

The above excerpts highlight the idea that innovation can be seen from multiple perspectives. Next, we present the findings related to the second research question. The next section focuses on the sources of innovation capability towards understanding ways in which women develop their innovation capability.

In the next part of the findings, we aim to understand how do women entrepreneurs develop their innovation capability in order to answer research question two. In other words we explore the sources of innovation capability of women entrepreneurs. The interview transcripts seem to suggest that customer play an important role in women entrepreneurs’ innovation capability.

Customer engagement

It is widely established that communication and interaction with stakeholders such as customers can increase innovation capability (Inan & Bititci, 2016). Several women entrepreneurs illustrate how they develop their innovation capability from the suggestion requested by the customers. As mentioned by Karimah:

We follow customers’ requirement. We don’t have many choices at this bakery. Just plain cakes. Take for an example vanilla chocolate cake. There’s one customer who suggested like this “can you change the design of the cake, or diversify the taste?”. Then we change the design of the cake from plain look into colorful, and put makeroen, and also we add in blueberry…

Karimah bakery

In a similar vein, a pizza outlet owner, Sarah, described how she managed to innovate by trying to follow the request by some of her customers:

Nowadays, the customer especially the new generation wants something different. They saw the pizza advertisement in the internet and from other social media. Some of them will say “why don’t you do like this… maybe you can change the packaging … and garnish the pizza with something unique…. So we try to fulfill their requests.

Yana, the cookie producer also elaborated in the following statements:

The customers want something different nowadays. They will compare the products from other shops. We need to listen to their views… Some of them comment about the quality, and say that the cookies are not so tasty. So we will try to improve our cookies.

The above excerpts indicate that opportunities of innovation based on the needs of customers can achieve better profitability or generate more values for women entrepreneurs. By focusing on customers’ needs and preferences, women entrepreneurs are likely to improve their competitiveness and productivity, and sustaining the growth of the firms as well. Customers are seen as an important source of new ideas. In addition, there is an increasing attention to the rising demand for individualized products according to customer wants and need (Inan & Bititci, 2016). Therefore, women entrepreneurs can benefit on the suggestions from their customers. Next, we illustrate another sources of innovation capability that is from the participation of the employees.

Employee participation

While some women participants develop their innovation capability from customer engagement, a few women participants considered their employees play an important role in generating ideas for innovation. The pizza owner remarks:

My employees have been very observant on the trending of the present fast food industry. Usually they’ve got the idea to innovate the product from the social media, other establish pizza industry and the internet. They will say like “this is what’s trending nowadays … you can do like this….and why don’t you put this (like garnish) on the pizza … and we can change the packaging like this …and so on …

Reference to employee participation also was highlighted by Liza who owned a traditional cookies and snacks firm. She explains:

My workers are good in their work. They also contributed in giving creative ideas to sell the products. For example, they tried to create other types of product and showed it to me. Sometimes they will offer to change the recipes and
make the cookies taste better and different from other products. The above examples show how employee participates in improving the firm’s product. Employees generate new ideas from their knowledge on the present trending of the food products. This part of the finding is in line with Inan et al. (2016) that reflect the participation of employees in generating ideas to improve the company’s performance. In a competitive, globalized marketplace, firms need to employ innovative employees that can help bring new ideas forward, and reward the employees for their initiatives.

**Networking**

Besides customer engagement and employee participation, several women participants construct their sources of innovation from networking and collaboration. Most of the literature on networking behaviors indicate that networking activities have positive impact on innovation activities of the firm (Bogren et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016). Liza, the cookie producer has increased her product range and still continue to invest for new products. Also, Liza has received government funds to improve her machinery capabilities within the last five years. She explains:

I’ve got machinery grant from the Agriculture Department. I also received other fund from other government sources. In this way I can improve the capacity of my products and be able to innovate and offer new products. Also, the production process is faster when compared with using the old machine. When we are in business it’s very important to build network with other supporting agencies such as MARA, bank and others. There are many grants to be grabbed provided that we fulfill the agency’s requirement. For example, we need to provide a business plan.

Herbal drink producer, Siti added:

One thing with the government grant is that we must show to the official that we already have a business that is doing well. By this way it will be easier to secure the grant. And of course we must be able to build the network. We’ve received government grant for a new machine. Alhamdulillah, we can improve the performance of our product … and with new packaging, new label, the product looks good and competitive as well.

Liza’s and Siti’s statement shows that without networking activities, it is hard to improve and engage in innovation activities. As a result, the networking activities have positive impact on the development of innovation capability. This part of finding is similar to those of Inan et al (2016) who found that innovation capability is strengthen by networking activities among their interviewees. However, Ultan and Stephens (2016) discovered that the participants in their study of microenterprises in Ireland do not engage in networks because the networks are not appropriate for their needs.

In addition, Teoh and Chong (2014) provide a Malaysian scenario where women entrepreneurs do not utilize the opportunity that women’s business networks can offer, due to the family responsibility and the burden of their businesses. This in turn raises the issue of social skills which might prevent her from benefiting from potential networking opportunities. It is worth noting that women entrepreneurs also are able to access new information via their network that can assist them to improve and innovate their products. Thus, networking activities has substantial role in microenterprises for innovation capability development.

**Family members and owner’s own experience.**

It is interesting to note that one of our women participants considered the family member as an important sources of innovation capability. Siti highlights with proud:

My son is trained in marketing. I noticed that he’s interested in this area, and Alhamdulillah he’s good in designing and marketing. The product has gone through a few stages of packaging, from the plain design to a new concept and attractive to the customers. My son has initiated in the innovation of the product’s packaging.

The above excerpt appears distinctive from the mainstream literature on innovation capability. Family context may primarily influence business innovation in women entrepreneurs as indicated in Siti’s case. Being involved many years in the food industry also has enabled the majority of women participants in this study to recognizes new opportunities for innovation. As a result, women attribute their innovation capability from their knowledge, skills, and experiences and expertise. They are able to explore, scan, learn and searches new opportunities in innovating their products. Here, family members and owners own strength play important role in innovation capability. This part of finding on family members supportive behavior contradicts with the study done by Nieto et al. (2013) who found that family firms perform fewer innovation activities which reflect the view that family members spend less effort in innovation. Next we present the findings related to barriers to innovation.

**V. CONCLUSION**

Using an interpretive approach, this study helps to deepen our understanding of the innovation capability and barriers specifically among women entrepreneurs in food-based industry. Based on ten women-owned businesses, the findings indicate innovation was constructed in terms of the ability to capitalize on sophisticated machineries for innovation purposes. In addition, innovation was articulated in the form of new or improved products. Most women entrepreneurs develop their innovation capability from customer engagement, employee participation, networking, and family members as well as from their owned experiences and expertise. Because networking enables businesses to access various resources and opportunities for innovation purposes, women entrepreneurs should capitalized more on the heterogeneity of their network. Being able to collaborate with different organizations can contribute to their innovation capability positively. As women entrepreneurs view their capability favorably, they cannot remain complacent but need to strategically develop their strength effectively in the long run. Innovation capabilities underpin women entrepreneurs’ competitive advantages as well as their ability to respond to external and internal changes. Women entrepreneurs are able to cope with rapidly changing environment by utilizing and capitalizing their innovation capabilities.
Women entrepreneurs represent an important source of growth and development in almost all economies in the world. They are becoming more prominent and continued to make tangible contributions towards social and economic development as well. From a policy perspective, the findings of this is hoped to benefit the government and relevant parties in understanding and implementing suitable strategies that can help to increase the innovation capability among women entrepreneurs in Malaysia. Initiativeveto overcome constraints to innovation in women’s businesses should be given a priority. In order to improve their products, women entrepreneurs need more support in terms of resource funding, and training to better equip them with current innovation practices. Innovation programs specifically aimed at women entrepreneurs should be delivered effectively by the relevant agencies. Women entrepreneurs need to exploit knowledge to create new opportunities in which innovation might be developed and enhanced.
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